
Questions to The Duke of Buccleuch and Boughton Estates Ltd  

Grafton Underwood Parish Council present below a list of questions received from 
people living in the village to be presented at the meeting on Friday 23rd February 

2018.  

1. Can Boughton House Estates give any assurances that there are no plans for the sale 
of any further currently tenanted residential or commercial properties in or around 
Grafton Underwood? 

2. I would just like to ask for more clarification in the regard to their plans for the rest of 
the village houses that are rented? 

3. Why have BEL not warned tenants of current risks? 

4. Can we, as a community, be privy to any future proposals being put forward by 
Boughton House Estates that may affect local residents? 

5. Is Boughton House Estates considering any change of use of agricultural and/or 
residential land in future? If so, what is envisaged? 

6. Do they have plans to extend the village envelope as so far as plots for sale with a 
view for new builds?  

7. If this is an issue of rental yield, could tenants be given the option of having their rents 
increased before a potential eviction? 

8. Could tenants that are affected be given a chance or first refusal to purchase their 
properties at beneficial rates? 

9. The Forestry Commission with similar cash problems sold their houses to their tenants 
at half market price, is this something being considered?  

10. Clause 7 of our Assured Shorthold Tenancy Agreement states 'Any notice to be served 
on the Tenant by the Landlord will be sufficiently served'. Please can the Estate clarify 
how long is sufficient notice?. 



11. Why were tenants due to be served notice not offered the empty rental houses that 
have been done up? 

12. If no 25 was empty why was that not sold?  

13. Why have the barns with planning permission not been sold ? And the barn by the 
Manor House ( empty for 40 years ) not been sold? 

14. Has not " Noblesse Oblige " been considered to provide affordable social housing ? 

15. Being semi detached to Number 26 has raised concerns regarding the longevity of our 
own tenancy with the Estate. As yet we have not been served formal notice, however I 
would like to formally be told the intentions for our home of 10 years Number 27 
Grafton Underwood. 

16. Does the unanticipated sale of land and properties on the estate have anything to do 
with the land reforms currently taking place in Scotland and is this a preemptive sale 
ahead of land reforms coming to England?  

17. Since much of the land and property sales are from what was until 1607 ‘common 
land’, will the local communities receive compensation from the sale of land and 
houses or will any common land be voluntarily returned?  

18. Has the Duke of Buccleuch considered his responsibilities with regards to his 
privileged position of nobility, specifically in relation to being an ‘land owner’ rather than 
being a ‘business owner’, and the differences between the two?  

19. Do they realise the effect that it will have on the village with regard to the resentment 
that they have caused to owner occupiers? 

20. Have the people concerned with the bad investments lost their homes - or is it the 
innocent that are the ones to pay the price?   

21. Will there be some compensation to cover the cost of moving? 

22. Will there be some compensation to cover the investments people have made in to 
their homes believing they were safe as long as they paid the rent on time?  

23. What assurances can be given to the more vulnerable tenants in the village?                                                     



24. Clearly it is the business of Boughton Estate to do with their property as they see fit, 
but why do they feel it necessary to sell the homes of tenants rather than wait for 
properties to become vacant? 

25. The current feeling of insecurity felt by many tenants is in part due to how tenants 
learnt of the situation, namely the local press. Does The Boughton Estate intend to keep 
tenants informed in future of policies they might adopt which affect their security? 

26. Why would prospective tenants consider an "elegant home in the country", as stated 
on the web site, if it offered little security of tenure and most importantly what firm 
assurances can Boughton Estates give to existing tenants, many of whom are long term, 
of future security? 

27. Is this just the first round of evictions? 

28. How are they deciding which properties are being targeted, are they starting with the 
smaller mid or end terraced cottages? 


